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Chapter 2 

Technique for Estimation of Distributed Weights in 

Cross-referencing Commodity Classification 
 

                                                                        NODA Yosuke  
 

 

Because definitions of commodities and the specific 

coverage of these definitions will not necessarily be 

identical before and after the year in which a revision 

of commodity classifications is put into effect, when 

trade statistics are used as long-term time series data, 

claims cannot be made for the continuity and consis-

tency of transaction values and quantities before and 

after the year of revision of the classification. When 

conducting a time series analysis, it is therefore nec-

essary to achieve consistency between the data be-

fore and after the revision using a common classifi-

cation system. This is enabled by a process of con-

version involving the calculation of distributed 

weights on the basis of cross referencing of classifi-

cations before and after the revision year, and the use 

of these weights to redistribute statistical values cor-

responding to the respective classification codes.  

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss several 

methods used by Institute of Developing Econo-

mies : IDE to calculate distributed weights based on 

cross referencing of commodity classifications be-

fore and after revision using trade statistics as data. 

Conversion on the basis of the results of these calcu-

lations enables formulation of long-term time series 

data employing a single unified commodity classifi-

cation system. 

Where a cross reference table exists for indi-

vidual mutually related classification codes in the 

different commodity classifications A and B, cross 

references between A and B for all individual classi-

fication codes can be expressed in the form of a table. 

A number of closed cross references can be formu-

lated by appropriate rearrangement of A and B on the 

cross reference table. These closed relationships be-

tween A and B are termed commodity groups. n 

elements of A within the commodity group, 

nAA L1 , correspond to the statistical values 

nxx L1 . ix  is represented by a vector formulated 
from k samples, and )'( 1 jkjj xxx L=  for 

nj L1= . The statistical values corresponding to m 

elements of B in the same commodity group, 

mBB L1 , are termed myy L1 . jy  is repre-

sented by a vector formulated from k samples, and 
)'( 1 ikii yyy L=  for mi L1= .  •x , the total of 

the statistical values of ix  for A in the commodity 

group, is preserved without alteration in B after con-
version, and is therefore identical to •y , the total of 
statistical values of jy . 

Looking at conversion from A to B, the distrib-

uted weight for conversion from classification code 
Aj to Bi is termed ijω . Here we assume that all cross 
references exist, and therefore 0≠ijω . iy , for 

mi ⋅⋅⋅= 1 , can be expressed as 

iinnii uxxy +++= ωω L11  
where the distributed weight is 11 =+⋅⋅⋅+ mjj ωω  

for nj L1=  and iu  is a disturbance term for a 
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vector having the same structure as iy . Expressing 

this as a matrix gives us 
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Terming the distributed weight matrix of the m×n 
matrix )'( 1 mW ωω L= . The vector of the m di-

mension, all the elements of which are composed by 
1, is termed ml . Given the weight conditions, W 

satisfies 
(1)              '' nm lWl =  

Given the existence of k statistical values, the statis-

tical value matrix for B is an m×k matrix which we 

term Y. The statistical value matrix for A is an n×k 

matrix we term X. In the same way, the m×k matrix 

for the disturbance terms is designated as U. When 

cross references exist between all codes, the structure 

of the distributed weights for the transaction values 

can be expressed as 

(2)            UWXY +=  

based on the weight conditions in equation (1. 

It is normal that weights for which there is no 

cross reference in a commodity group exist among 

the commodity classification cross references. 
Weights for which 0 elements exist are termed gW . 

Like the weight conditions in equation (2), gW  

satisfies 
(3)             '' ngm lWl =  

and can be expressed as 
(4)            UXWY g +=  

Given this, the purpose of this chapter is to use equa-

tions (3) and (4) in calculating the distributed weight 
matrix gW  when the cross references between A 

and B in the commodity groups and the statistical 

values X and Y corresponding to the respective clas-

sifications have been obtained. When the distributed 
weight matrix gW  from A to B has been obtained, 

it is a simple matter to calculate the distributed 

weight matrix in the opposite direction, from B to A.  

 

1.  Equally distributed weight 
 

Equally distributed weights are estimated using 

only the number of commodities in the commodity 

group cross-referenced on the basis of the lowest 

level of the commodity code used in the classifica-

tion system, without consideration of transaction 

value. Estimation in this method is based on whether 

or not correspondence exists, and therefore for cor-

responding commodities, the spread of the distrib-

uted weights is uniform, i.e. they are equally distrib-

uted. 
The function )( gWa  is 1 when cross refer-

ences exist between the respective elements and 0 

when cross references do not exist. Equal distribution 

can be assumed for the distributed weights in a dis-

tributed weight matrix showing only existing cross 

references, and can therefore be formulated by mak-
ing )( gWa  satisfy the weight conditions in equa-

tion (3). That is, if the distributed weight matrix using 
equal distribution is designated )(eW , 

(5)     1))('()()( −⋅= gmg WalDWaeW  

2.  Estimation of weights with equal pattern 
 

Estimation of weights with equal pattern is a 

method in which transaction value is considered. 
First, we assume that •• = yx  for the total transac-

tion value of the commodity group, based on the 

assumption that all the cross references exist in the 

group. The distributed values for the cross references 
from jA  to iB  is ijjx ω , the total value of jA  

is jx , and the total value of iB  is iy . If A and B 

are assumed to be independent, the distributed value 
is given by )/)(/( •••= xxxyxx jiijjω  There-

fore, the distributed weight is •= xyiij /ω , and is 
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entirely dependent on i and independent of j.  
If iij ωω =  for nj L1= , the distributed 

weight matrix in which all correspondences are es-
tablished is ')'( 1 nm lW ωω L= . From this equation, 

we derive 
)'/()'( 1 knkm XllYl=ωω L . 

Because 0 elements exist in the normal distributed 

weight matrix, areas with no cross references are 
adjusted using )( gWa . The matrix is reformulated 

to satisfy the weight conditions, assuming  
)()( 12 gm WaDW ωω L= . 

A distributed weight matrix with equal patterns,  

(6)         1
22 )'()( −⋅= WlDWpW m  

is given. 

 

3.  Ordinary least squares method 
 

The ordinary least squares method is a method 

of estimating the quantity of W, in which all corre-

spondences are assumed to be established, using the 

least squares of U in equation (2). We define the least 

squares method as a method of minimizing total 

variation. That is, given that 
(7)              )'(UUtrs =  

for U in equation (2), Ŵ  is made the solution when 
equation (7) is partially differentiated using the ele-

ments of W with substitution of 0 as 

            1)'('ˆ −= XXYXW .  

0 is substituted for the negative elements of Ŵ  and 
we obtain 2W .  

Further, considering cross references 
)(23 gWaWW •= , where the operator •  repre-

sents the product of each of the elements corre-
sponding to the matrix., )( ijij baBA =• . If 3W  is 

reformulated to satisfy the weight conditions, the 

distributed weight matrix with no restrictions applied,  
1

33 )'()( −⋅= WlDWlW n  

is given. 

4.  Restricted least squares of weights 
method 

 

The restricted least squares of weights method 

is a method of estimating the quantity of W, in which 

all correspondences are assumed to be established, 

using the least squares of U in weight condition 

equations (1- and (2). Total variation is the founda-

tion of the least squares method. That is, given that 
(8)     λ2)''()'(2 nm lWlUUtrs −+=  

the solution when equation (8) is partially differenti-

ated using the elements of W with substitution of 0 is 

termed nnmnm LmWLmIW 11 ˆ)(~ −− −−= . 0 is sub-

stituted for the negative elements of W~ to obtain 

2W . Taking cross references into consideration, 
gives us )(23 gWaWW •= . Reformulating to sat-

isfy weight conditions, the distributed weight matrix 

with restrictions, 1
33 )'()( −⋅= WlDWrlW n  is 

given. 

 

5.  Restricted least squares of weights 
method in regression 

 

In this method, the least squares method is re-

expressed in the form of a regression model. Sum-

marizing each element of this equation, we have 

iii uXy += ω'  for ni L1= . Expressed as a ma-

trix, the equation becomes 
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Summarizing this gives us 

(9)            uXy += ω*  

If the unit matrix of the m dimension is designated Im, 

the matrix formulated from n units of Im  arranged 
horizontally is given as )( mm IIC L= . Because 

vector ω expresses the weights, 
(10)        mn lC =++= ωωω L1  
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In commodity classification cross references, it is 

normal for weights for which there is no cross refer-

ence to exist in the commodity group, and 0 elements 
are included in the elements of iω . An adjusted 

vector is a vector which does not have 0 as an ele-

ment. Conversion of the adjusted vector enables us to 

obtain ii
D
i D ωω = , mi L1= . Because mi ID =  

for D
iω , if  ))'()'(()'( 1

D
m

DD ωωω L=  

and 
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then ωω DD = . Because the same operations are 
required for the observation matrix corresponding to 

vector ω, X*, and C, '** DXX D =  and 

'CDC D = . 
(9’)          DDD uXy += ω*  

corresponds to equation (9) for Dω , DX *  and 
DC  after adjustment of cross references, and 

(10’)            m
DD lC =ω  

corresponds to equation (10). The Lagrange multi-

plier method is used to obtain Dω~  for Dω , the 
minimum of DD uu )'( , the residual sum of squares 

in equation (9’), based on the restriction conditions 

satisfying equation (10’). Assuming 

11**

1**

})'(])'[({

)'(])'[(
−−

− •=
DDDD

DDD

CXXC

CXXM
 

estimation by restricted least squares method gives 

(11)     
m

DD
m

DDDD

MlMCI

lCM

+−=

−−=

ω

ωωω

ˆ)(

)ˆ(ˆ~
 

6.  Iterative scaling procedure 
 

The m × n matrix, the elements of which are 
positive real numbers, is termed Wg. The values of its 
elements, ijω  are unknown.  Given vectors y and 

x, the values of which are known, and the m × n ma-
trix Wg

(0) of which all the elements are known, the 
marginal sum of Wg.  is ylW ng = , xWl gm =' , 

•• = yx . The iterative scaling procedure, or ISP, is a 

statistical method of calculating all the elements of 

matrix Wg.  To ensure that 

(12)   )()'( 1)22()22()12( xDGlDGG k
m

kk −−−− =  

when the number of iterations is an odd number, and 

(13)   )12(1)12()2( )()( −−−= k
n

kk GlGDyDG  

when the number of iterations is an even number for 

nk L1= , iteration is conducted with equations (12) 

and (13) combined. Therefore, when k is increased 

without restriction for all integers and G(k) → Wg.   

uniquely.  

To provide actual examples of the estimation of 

distributed weights, we will present the results of 

estimations for the cross referenced commodity 

group 212 from 4-digit level classification codes of 

SITC-R2 to ones of SITC-R1, obtained using a vari-

ety of different methods. The distributed weights 

were estimated for data for exports from Japan, 

drawn from AID-XT base data. AID-XT data is UN 

COMTRADE data available online, adjusted for use 

in the Ajiken trade statistics data system. 

 

 

 


